
 

 

              
 

                NOTICE- Policy for Re-sit Exam 
                                                Dated: June 7, 2023 

Dear Students,  

 The re-sit policy rules are as follows: 

i. A student scoring 40 % or less in a block theory/practical examination will have the option to take a Re-sit in the module(s) of the failed block 

to improve his/ her scores.   

ii. A student scoring 40 % or less in a clerkship theory /OSCE will have the option to take a Re-sit of the failed Clerkship to improve his/ her 

scores.  

iii. Only those students who are eligible to appear in the annual examination on the basis of their attendance (as per policy) can opt for a Re-sit. 

iv. A student has to apply for Re-Sit and submit an application to the examination department with in first week of declaration of result. 

Examination department will forward it to the concerned course director for approval.  

v. Higher of the two scores will be considered final. 

vi. Onus of remedial learning will be on the student and faculty will be available to provide support and guidance. 

vii. Re-sit/Remedials of block I, Block III and Block V in years I-III will be conducted during summer break. Re-sit/Remedials of block II, Block IV 

and Block VI in years I-III will be conducted during Pre-exam break. 

viii. For Re-sit examination in clinical clerkships (Y-III, Y-IV, Y-V), student will appear with the subsequent batch in the end of clerkship examination 

that s/he missed.  In case a student misses his or her last clerkship examination, a separate examination may be offered to him/her during 

pre-exam break.  

ix. Re-sit for clerkship will be conducted in their respective years. 

x. The scoring for the Re-Sit exam will be adjusted to a maximum of 60% for both written and OSCEs/IPEs. 

xi. In case, a student is absent in Re-Sit exam without prior intimation and a valid reason, s/he will not be given any additional chance to take the 

examination before first annual examination.  

xii. For special cases a committee will be constituted by Dean/Principal. 

xiii. The same policy will be applicable for repeaters.  
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